
Credit card fraud detection capabilities 

Client profile
A leading Fortune 100  
global bank

Challenge
A global bank looking to grow 
its credit card business wanted 
to reduce fraud charge-offs and 
manual reviews costs. 

Solution
A fraud capture rate analysis 
showed that adding a non-
invasive fraud velocity and 
pattern check to the bank’s 
account opening process would 
reduce fraud charge-offs and 
false positives, while increasing 
the overall number of approved 
applications.

Results
The bank can expect fraud 
charge-offs to decrease by $1 
million per year and operating 
expense to decrease by 
$200,000 per year.

Top 10 bank increases profits and reduces  
charge-offs with next generation fraud  
velocity checking

Challenge for the credit card market
Financial institutions leverage a host of fraud prevention measures to curtail losses from misuse and 
theft of identity information. But criminals are resourceful. For every advance in an organization’s fraud 
protection, fraudsters soon discover another way to circumvent the security measures. Banks must 
balance and optimize their growth and revenue objectives with fraud and operating expense targets.  

The most effective avenues for financial institutions to acquire new business–mobile and online–are 
typically the channels most vulnerable to fraud, and the most expensive to monitor. This is especially 
true for the credit card market. The bank looked to Equifax for solutions that would help reduce 
both fraud charge-off’s and manual review expenses, without negatively impacting the customer 
experience.

Solution to reduce high charge-offs
The card service industry generally has low fraud rates but high exposure to fraud charge-offs. This 
bank was typical in that their fraud rate was only 0.2%. Equifax performed an analysis on historical 
fraud data that showed they could improve the fraud capture rate and decrease costly manual reviews 
by using fraud pattern and velocity checking.  

Suspicious ID™ is a real-time fraud solution that helps detect fraud patterns that are occurring across 
many institutions and industries–and are indicative of suspicious identities “in play”. The solution's 
unique data, analytics, proprietary matching logic and software, combined with credit risk and fraud 
expertise, provided significant lift in fraud detection and identification of false positives.
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Results
Adding Suspicious ID™ to their fraud prevention portfolio allowed the 
bank to capture 11.5% of fraud that was not captured by their  
existing defenses at a false positive rate of 30:1. Based on industry 
averages, by including Suspicious ID into their account opening 
process, the bank is on track to save over $1.2 million a year in  
both fraud capture savings and operation expense savings  
associated with manual review.
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For more information, please contact:
888-213-5301

www.equifax.com/consumer/fraud

Contact Us Today

Equifax has extensive experience in the fight against fraud across multiple 
organizations and industries. We will work with you to deploy the right  
mix of functionality and level of risk that is suitable for your environment.  
We understand the priorities in fraud management and are committed  
to using our unique assets and expertise to improve your fight against  
suspicious applications and resulting charge-offs. 
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By decreasing the number of fraudulent 
transactions as well as the number of 
manual reviews necessary to capture fraud, 
the bank saves $1.2 million a year.


